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ABSTRACT
In inductive electromagnetics, the magnetic field measured in
the air at any instant can be considered to be a potential field. As
such, we can invert measured magnetic fields (at a fixed time or
frequency) for the causative subsurface current system. These
currents can be approximated with a 3D subsurface grid of 3D
magnetic (closed-loop current) or electric (line current) dipoles
whose location and orientation can be solved for using a poten-
tial-field-style smooth-model inversion. Because the problem is
linear, both inversions can be solved quickly even for large sub-
surface volumes; and both can be run on a single data set for
complementary information. Synthetic studies suggest that for
discrete induction dominated targets, the magnetic and electric
dipole inversions can be used to determine the center and top edge
of the target, respectively. Furthermore, the orientation of plate
targets can be estimated from visual examination of the orienta-
tions of the 3D vector dipoles and/or using the interpreted loca-
tion of the center and top edge of the target. In the first field
example, ground data from a deep massive sulfide body (mineral
exploration target) was inverted and the results were consistent
with the conclusions drawn from the synthetic examples and with
the existing interpretation of the body (shallow dipping conductor
at a depth of approximately 400 m). A second example over a
near-surface mine tailing (a near-surface environmental/engineer-
ing study) highlighted the strength of being able to invert data
using either magnetic or electric dipoles. Although both models
were able to fit the data, the electric dipole model was consider-
ably simpler and revealed a southwest−northeast-trending con-
ductive zone. This fast approximate 3D inversion can be used
as a starting point for more rigorous interpretation and/or, in some
cases, as a stand-alone interpretation tool.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of most electromagnetic (EM) surveys is to produce an
image of the electrical properties of the subsurface, which can
explain the measured EM response. In inductive EM, there are a
variety of methods available, and they range from simple and
approximate back-of-the-envelope-style calculations to sophisti-
cated and numerically intensive 3D inversions, which adhere to
the full physics of the problem. Although full physics 3D inver-
sions, such as the ones suggested by Haber et al. (2007), Cox et al.
(2010), and Oldenburg et al. (2013), are increasing in popularity,
their widespread use is limited due to their inherent complexity,
which restricts their availability and increases their cost (monetarily
and in time). As such, many prefer to use simplified approaches
whereby the dominant method depends strongly on the system
used, the geology, and the goal of the survey.
In airborne EM, 1D apparent conductivity imaging methods (i.e.,
converting amplitude and time pairs into corresponding conduc-
tivity and depth pairs) and layered earth inversions are predominant,
and they are typically stitched into 2D sections or 3D volumes
(Macnae and Lamontagne, 1987; Macnae et al., 1991; Smith et al.,
1994; Sattel, 1998; Christensen, 2002; Huang and Rudd, 2008).
Although imaging and layered earth methods are still routinely used
in ground EM, user-driven iterative (i.e., trial-and-error) forward
modeling using semifixed conductor shapes (i.e., parametric mod-
els) is equally if not more popular especially in certain areas, such as
in mineral exploration within the Canadian Shield. The most fre-
quently used conductor models are thin plates (West et al., 1984;
Macnae and Lamontagne, 1987; Nabighian and Macnae, 1991;
Liu and Asten, 1993; Smith, 2000; Kolaj and Smith, 2013,
2014), prisms (Murray et al., 1999; Sattel, 2004), and dipoles (King
and Macnae, 2001; Sattel and Reid, 2006; Smith and Salem, 2007;
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Schaa and Fullagar, 2010; Kolaj and Smith, 2015). The forward
operator in these parametric models is considerably less compli-
cated than that in 3D models that describe the full physics, and,
as such, they can often be incorporated into automated inversion
routines. This is especially true for the dipole model, and, as such,
there are many examples of semiautomated to fully automated in-
version routines using dipoles. For example, Smith and Salem
(2007) and Kolaj and Smith (2015) use free-space magnetic dipole
look-up tables to fit airborne and ground EM data. Sattel and Reid
(2006) use a combination of magnetic and electric dipoles (cross-
strike directed line current) embedded in a layered earth to fit spa-
tially discrete airborne EM anomalies. There is also considerable
research into dipole-based interpretation within the unexploded or-
dinance community (Pasion and Oldenburg, 2001; Beran et al.,
2013). Although the work described above generally fits discrete
EM anomalies with single dipoles, using the concepts of moments
(Smith and Lee, 2001, 2002), Schaa and Fullagar (2010) and Full-
agar et al. (2015) develop a 3D inversion that fits resistive-limit
EM data using a discretized subsurface grid of magnetic dipoles.
By using resistive-limit data, they are able to take full advantage of
potential-field-style linear inversion, which is significantly faster
than traditional 3D EM inversion. Because dipole-based inversion
can provide significant information at a low cost, it is an attractive
choice, especially for preliminary, short-turnaround interpretations.
Under the quasistatic assumption (i.e., negligible displacement
current), the magnetic field (H) vector wave equation reduces to
the vector diffusion equation (Grant and West, 1965):
∇2H ¼ σμ ∂H
∂t
; (1)
which, in the air (where σ ¼ 0), further reduces to the vector Lap-
lace’s equation:
∇2H ¼ 0: (2)
By dropping the time-dependent term from equation 1, equation 2
implies that the magnetic field in the air is not influenced by its past
history. As such, it is a potential field and, at any point in time, it can
be determined exactly from the subsurface current distribution at that
time (Nabighian and Macnae, 1991). In our work, we assume that at a
given fixed time, that subsurface current distribution can be approxi-
mated with a 3D subsurface grid of static magnetic (a unit area circular
current loop) or electric (a small current element) dipoles. As such, we
can use the measured secondary magnetic field at a fixed time or fre-
quency to quickly solve for a 3D distribution of subsurface dipoles
using a potential-field style inversion similar to Schaa and Fullagar
(2010). By using the resistive limit, Schaa and Fullagar (2010) can
effectively only determine one current distribution, but our approach
can determine the amplitude and orientation of the dipoles (which can
be either magnetic or electric) at a single time or for a series of times,
and can therefore provide significant detail about the location and mi-
gration of currents in the subsurface. This knowledge can be used as is
or as a starting model for more rigorous interpretation.
We begin by presenting our forward and inversion methodology,
which we test on a synthetic plate target example. The inversion is
then tested on two fixed-loop ground surveys. The first example con-
sists of a single receiver component survey over a deep massive sulfide
body (mineral exploration example), whereas the second example uses
3C receiver data collected over a near-surface tailing pond, which was
the focus of an environmental and engineering study.
METHODOLOGY
In the forward model, the magnetic field at the measurement
station is calculated from the sum of the magnetic fields generated
by a discretized subsurface grid of 3D cells with three orthonormal
dipoles (dipoles oriented along the x-, y-, and z-axes) in each cell
center. This can be written mathematically for n total cells as
HSðsÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
MkGkðsÞVk; (3)
where s corresponds to the position vector of the station location,
the vector Mk corresponds to the moment of each dipole (units of
Am2 and Am for magnetic and electric dipoles, respectively) within
cell k, and Gk is a tensor corresponding to the nine components of
magnetic fields generated by the three dipoles centered within cell k
of volume Vk (dimensionless scalar). In our formulation, G is
constructed from three separate vectors (gi), which for a magnetic
dipole is (Ward and Hohmann, 1988)
giðsÞ ¼
1
4πjr − sj3

3m^i · ðr − sÞ
jr − sj2 ðr − sÞ − m^i

; (4)
and for an electric dipole is (Ward and Hohmann, 1988)
giðsÞ ¼
m^i × ðr − sÞ
4πjr − sj3 ; (5)
where r is the position vector of the cell center, m^ is equal to the unit
vector of the dipole in each of the three cardinal directions, so that
i refers to the directional axis of the dipole (either x, y, or z). The
forward model (equations 3–5) solves for the magnetic field pro-
duced by a subsurface distribution of orthogonal magnetic or elec-
tric dipoles, and, in this work, we use the moment of those dipoles
(M) as a proxy to the established current system.
In the inverse problem, we are attempting to solve for an equiv-
alent distribution of dipoles that match the measured magnetic field
at a particular instance in time (or at a specific frequency). The for-
ward model does not explicitly take any background medium into
consideration, so the inverse problem is applicable for discrete tar-
gets embedded in a resistive half-space. If a background response is
present, a possible option would be to strip the background response
(Smith and Salem, 2007) and/or use a late-enough delay time (or a
low-enough frequency), in which the background response is small.
Alternatively, our formulation could also be used to find a subsur-
face current distribution that explains the background response of
the conductive host in addition to the anomalous response. Because
there is no temporal variable in equations 3–5, the problem must be
solved separately for each frequency or time. Solving the system at
multiple frequencies or at multiple times could provide the method
with additional sensitivity to the conductivity of the target(s).
The system is typically overdetermined and can be solved by
minimizing (two-norm) the functional fðMÞ
fðMÞ ¼ kWσðGM−HSÞk2 þ αxkWxZMk2 þ αykWyZMk2
þ αzkWzZMk2 þ αskWsZMk2; (6)
whereM is the matrix of dipole moments that are being solved for,
G is the matrix representation of the forward model operator from
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equations 3 to 5 (with inclusion of the volume term V), and HS are
the measured magnetic fields to be fit. The weighting matricesWx,
Wy, and Wz are the smoothing regularization matrices (the first
finite-difference operators) that smooth each dipole moment in each
of the three Cartesian directions, Wσ is a weighting matrix corre-
sponding to the inverse of the data error (if known), andWs encour-
ages model smallness (i.e., minimum complexity). Depth weighting
is applied with the diagonal matrix Z, which, like in potential-field
inversion, is necessary so as to counteract the rapid drop off in am-
plitude of the magnetic field with distance (equations 4 and 5).
Without adequate depth weighting, the solution will favor a near-
surface model (i.e., the dipoles are concentrated in the top layer(s)
of the discretized subsurface) regardless of the true depth of the
causative features. To solve this issue, we adopt the depth-weighting
scheme from Li and Oldenburg (1996)
Zii ¼ z−β∕2; (7)
where the values of Zii make up the entries of the diagonal matrix Z
and z is the depth from the average station elevation to the center of the
subsurface cell. A natural choice for β would be the fall-off rate of
the dipole amplitude (i.e., β ¼ 3 for magnetic dipoles and β ¼ 2
for electric dipoles), but in our experience, leaving β ¼ 3 in almost
all circumstances produced favorable results. Equation 3 is typically
underdetermined, and there exists more than one model that will ex-
actly fit the data. However, by minimizing equation 6, we impose addi-
tional constraints by solving for a model with specified regularized
properties. The regularization parameters (αx, αy, αz, and αs) control
the relative influence of the smoothing matrices and the model small-
ness (and together the influence of depth weighting) as compared with
the data misfit (the first term in equation 6). Because equation 6 (the
inverse problem) can be solved in a few seconds using a conjugate-
gradient method implemented inMATLAB, it is possible to solve it for
many different regularization parameters, and thus, models. In our im-
plementation, we generally solve for the optimum α values using a
combination of an L-curve analysis (Zhdanov, 2002) and a qualitative
analysis of the solutions obtained. In this manner, we aim to select a
representative model from the set of solutions, which is a balance be-
tween minimization of the model and data norms.
It should be noted that the inversion (equations 4–6) solves for
three orthogonal dipole moments within each cell (i.e., a vector-
dipole moment) and each dipole moment direction (x, y, and z)
can be analyzed/interpreted separately. However, for imaging and
interpretation purposes, it is preferable to convert the vector-dipole
moment into a scalar value by taking the magnitude of the dipole
moment vector within each cell, and we represent this value as jMmj
or jMej (the magnitude of the magnetic or electric vector dipoles,
respectively). As we lose the orientation information by using a sca-
lar magnitude, we also plot the vector-dipole moments using vector
fields (generally only those with a magnitude above a certain thresh-
old). In this manner, we use the magnitude as a proxy to the strength
of the established current system and the vector fields as an indi-
cation of the orientation of that current system.
SYNTHETIC EXAMPLE
Two time-domain fixed-loop ground surveys using 400 × 200 m
50 S (conductance) plates embedded in a resistive half-space were
simulated in GeoTutor (PetRos EiKon) using the VHPlate algorithm
(Walker and West, 1991), and the survey geometry (line and station
spacing was 150 and 50 m, respectively), plate properties, and
z-component response from the central line are shown in Figure 1.
For our inverse problem, the subsurface was discretized into
25 × 25 × 25 m cells (easting, northing, and depth, respectively)
and the inversion (equation 6) was run for a late off-time channel
(t ¼ 9.4 ms; 30 Hz base frequency) for magnetic and electric di-
poles. The computation times for the inversions presented were all
generally less than 10 s (per suite of regularization parameters) and
the root-mean-square error for all inversions was less than 10−2.
In the first example, a 140°/30° southwest (strike/dip) plate
(plate 1, Figure 1) with a depth to the top of 250 m was used and
the inversion results (jMmj and jMej) for the magnetic and electric
dipoles are shown in Figure 2. For the magnetic dipole inversion,
the dipoles were concentrated around the center of the plate with the
largest amplitude dipole being located slightly southwest (in the dip
Figure 1. (a) Plan view of the survey geometry of the two synthetic
models (plates 1 and 2) simulated in GeoTutor. Transmitter loop is
shown with a dashed line, and the station lines are depicted with thin
solid black lines. (b) First synthetic example (plate 1, gray plate)
consisted of a 140°/30° southwest (strike/dip) plate (plate 1) with
a depth to the top of 250 m. (c) Second synthetic example (plate 2,
black plate) consisted of a 20°/75° northeast plate (plate 2) with a
depth to the top of 150 m. The z-component response (t ¼ 9.4 ms)
for the central line for both surveys is shown with a thick black line.
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direction) of the plate center. Although the location matches well
with the actual location of the plate, the general shape of the anoma-
lous zone does match the strike or dip of the plate. This information
is better resolved with the electric dipole inversion, which fit the
dipoles along the top edge of the plate (peak dipole at a depth of
−225 m) with the anomalous zone oriented parallel with the true
strike of the plate. Because the magnetic inversion indicated the
center of the plate and the electric inversion indicated the top edge,
it is possible to estimate the dip of the target, which in this case is
calculated to be 31°, which matches the true dip of 30°.
In the second example, a 20°/75° northeast (strike/dip) plate
(plate 2, Figure 1) with a depth to the top of 150 m was used and
the inversion results (jMmj and jMej) for the magnetic and electric
dipoles are shown in Figure 3. As with the previous example, the
magnetic dipoles were concentrated around the center of the plate
and the largest amplitude dipole is located slightly away (in the dip
direction) from the true plate center. However, unlike the previous
example, the strike and dip direction is roughly reflected in the
shape of the magnetic dipole anomaly, whereby there is a “tail”
of anomalous dipoles that extends away from the plate opposite
to the dip direction. This tail was observed in other synthetic exam-
ples, especially when the plate was steeply dipping. As before, the
electric dipole inversion clusters parallel to the top edge of the plate
(peak dipole at a depth of −125 m) and the strike direction can be
clearly inferred. Calculating the dip using the location of the peak
electric and magnetic dipoles suggests a dip of 60°, which is smaller
than the true dip of 75°. This discrepancy is likely due to the fact that
the peak electric dipole is slightly above the true location of the
plate and that the peak magnetic dipole is located away from the
true center of the plate. The error these discrepancies introduce into
the dip calculation is also predicted to increase with the increasing
dip of the target.
As was mentioned in the “Methodology” section, the general ori-
entation of the current system features can also be determined by
examination of the vector orientation of the dipoles. For plate-like
targets, the directionality of the current system will coincide with
the orientation of the plate (i.e., indifferent to the source-field di-
rection). A vector-field map for both synthetic examples is plotted
in Figure 4. In the top panel of Figure 4, the electric dipole vector
orientations are shown in a plan view. The electric dipoles define a
horizontal current system whose direction is parallel with the strike
of the target where, again, the largest amplitude dipoles are located
roughly along the top edge of the plate target. In the bottom panel of
Figure 4, the magnetic dipole vector orientations are shown in the
exact oblique view as in Figures 2 and 3. In all cases, the peak am-
plitude magnetic dipole underestimates the true dip of the plate, but
the magnetic dipoles coincident with the actual location of the plate
accurately reflect the true dip of the plate (normal to the plate).
Without prior knowledge, it may be difficult to ascertain an exact
estimate of the dip because the true dip is not reflected in the largest
amplitude dipole. However, in our experience, an examination
(visual or quantitatively using a statistical approach) of the general
orientation of the vector fields (strike from electric dipoles, and dip
Figure 2. (a, c) Plan and (b, d) oblique view of the results of the (a, b)
magnetic and (c, d) electric dipole inversions (equations 2 and 4; the
regularization parameters αx, αy, αz, and αs were equal to 0.007 and
0.03 for the magnetic and electric dipole inversions, respectively) for
survey 1 (plate 1, Figure 1). The magnitude of the vector-dipole mo-
ment (jMmj and jMej) at each location is depicted, whereby hotter
colors represent higher amplitude dipoles. Magnetic and electric di-
poles with magnitudes less than 2 Am2 and 0.025 Am, respectively,
are not shown. The outline of the plate target is shown with the dark-
gray line.
Figure 3. (a, c) Plan and (b, d) oblique views of the results of the (a, b)
magnetic and (c, d) electric dipole inversions (equations 2 and 4;
the regularization parameters αx, αy, αz, and αs were equal to 0.006
and 0.009 for the magnetic and electric dipole inversions, respectively)
for survey 2 (plate 2, Figure 1). Magnetic and electric dipoles with
magnitudes less than 2 Am2 and 0.025 Am, respectively, are not
shown. The outline of the plate target is shown with the dark-gray line.
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from magnetic dipoles) provides a reliable estimate of the general
orientation of the target. Moreover, by using all available informa-
tion (the magnitude, dip estimate from magnetic to electric dipole
centers, and the vector fields), it is possible to accurately and
quickly estimate the location and orientation of plate targets. As
these inversions are fast and simple to use, they do not require an
initial guess and can be run as a preliminary step to gain insight into
the subsurface geology. Moreover, the results could be used to guide
a starting model for the more time-consuming interpretation rou-
tines, such as iterative forward modeling or inverse modeling that
requires an initial guess.
FIELD EXAMPLES
In the following section, we present two field examples of the
dipole inversions. In the first example, the inversion is run on a deep
mineral exploration target, whereas the second example is con-
cerned with the characterization of a near-surface tailings pond sur-
veyed for environmental and engineering applications. The success
of the inversion on these two very different examples aims to show-
case the generality and potential applications of this method.
Deep mineral exploration
The Joe Lake property is located in the north range of the Sud-
bury Igneous Complex, and it contains a deep, shallow-dipping
sulfide body, which was discovered with a ground EM UTEM
(West et al., 1984) survey (Watts, 1997). The example showcases
the ability of ground EM to discover deep conductive targets as the
late time-channel data showed a distinct anomaly over four to five
lines. The ground EM survey consisted of single vertical component
(Bz) data at a nominal station and line spacing of 50 × 100 m, re-
spectively (1.9 × 2.5 km transmitter loop with the closest edge
being approximately 900 m east of the delineated target).
For the dipole inversion, the subsurface was discretized into
25 × 25 × 25 m cells (easting, northing, and depth, respectively)
up to a depth of 800 m as well as the results and the corresponding
data fit (t ¼ 0.7812 ms, 31 Hz base frequency) for four lines are
shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. It should be noted that
Figure 5. (a, c) Plan and (b, d) looking east view of the results of the
(a, b) magnetic and (c, d) electric dipole inversions (equations 2 and
4; the regularization parameters αx, αy, αz, and αs were equal to
0.008 and 0.08 for the magnetic and electric dipole inversions, re-
spectively) for the Joe Lake survey (computation times in the order
of a few seconds per inversion). Magnetic and electric dipoles with
magnitudes less than 2.9 Am2 and 0.016 Am, respectively, are not
shown. Station lines are depicted with thin solid gray lines. Select
dipole moment vectors corresponding to (c) depth = −275 m and
(b) easting = 4025 m are shown.
Figure 4. (a, c) Plan and (b, d) oblique view of the dipole moment
vectors corresponding to the magnetic and electric dipole inversion
models for both synthetic examples from Figures 2 and 3. The out-
line of the plate target is shown with the dark-gray line.
Figure 6. Comparison of the field data (thick solid black line) and
the model data from the magnetic (solid gray line, Figure 5a and 5b)
and electric (dashed gray line, Figure 5c and 5d) dipole inversions
for the vertical component of the magnetic field. The data were
normalized to the peak value. All four lines of data are shown in
series (separated by solid black lines), whereby the station number
increases from west to east and south to north.
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the field data were lightly smoothed with a three-point averaging
filter to smooth the data at the ends of the lines, where the signal-
to-noise ratio was the poorest. The magnetic dipole inversion re-
vealed a body centered at 4025, 1275, and −400 m (Figure 5a
and 5b), and interpretation of the vector orientations of the dipole
moments (Figure 5b) suggests that the body is shallow dipping to
the southeast. The electric dipole solution (Figure 5c and 5d) is
consistent with a southeast-dipping body because the peak elec-
tric dipole (3900, 1450, and −275 m) is northwest of the mag-
netic anomaly, and the orientation of the electric dipole moment
vectors (Figure 5c) suggests a northeast−southwest-striking body.
The strike and dip were calculated to be 55° and 30° southeast, re-
spectively, using the peak magnetic and electric dipole locations,
which also agrees with the previous interpretations.
The ground EM survey data were previously modeled and in-
terpreted using the plate modeling software MultiLoop (Lamon-
tagne Geophysics). They were modeled with a south-dipping
(30°) plate centered at 1300 N with a depth to top ranging from
375 to 425 m (Watts, 1997), which is consistent with the results of
the magnetic and electric dipole inversions. There is a slight dis-
crepancy between the predicted depth to the top edge of the plate
(−275 m from the electric dipole inversion), but in the synthetic
studies, it was found that the peak electric dipole tended to be var-
iably above the true location of the plate, which may explain the
difference.
Near-surface environmental characterization
The second field example consists of a 3C fixed in-loop survey
collected overtop an old dry tailings pond in Sudbury, Ontario,
Canada. Tailings are the waste material produced after processing
ore to extract valuable metals and can be as large as several kilo-
meters in length and several tens of meters in height. The original
survey was carried out in an effort to map the electrical properties,
which could be used as a proxy to map potential contaminants, flu-
ids, and/or anomalous concentrations of leftover metals (Kolaj and
Smith, 2013, 2014). The survey consisted of five lines with a station
and line spacing of approximately 20 and 40 m, respectively, inside
of a 700 × 350 m transmitter loop.
The subsurface was discretized into 10 × 10 × 3 m cells (easting,
northing, and depth, respectively) up to a depth of 120 m. An early
off-time channel was fit (t ¼ 0.295 ms, 30 Hz base frequency), and
the results of the magnetic and electric dipole inversions and the
corresponding data fit are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
It should be noted that for this example, the depth-weighting matrix
(Z in equation 6) was removed from the smoothing operators be-
cause without this change, it was found that the inversion was un-
able to successfully fit a smooth near-surface model to the data.
For the magnetic dipole inversion (Figure 7a and 7b), most of the
response could be explained via two shallow anomalies located to
the south of line 50 S. The vector dipole moments (Figure 7b) reveal
that the two anomalies represent peak positive and negative z-
directed dipole moments, which appear to be circulating around
a north−south trend located at 220 east. A potential explanation
Figure 7. (a, c) Plan and (b, d) looking east view of the results of (a, b)
the magnetic and (c, d) electric dipole inversions (equations 2 and 4;
the regularization parameters αx, αy, αz, and αs were equal to
2 × 10−3, 2 × 10−3, 6 × 10−3, 1 × 10−4, and 1 × 10−1, 1 × 10−1,
6 × 10−3, and 2 × 10−2 for the magnetic and electric dipole inversions,
respectively) for the tailing survey. Magnetic and electric dipoles with
magnitudes less than 0.7 Am2 and 0.02 Am, respectively, are not
shown. Station lines are depicted with thin solid gray lines. Select di-
pole moment vectors corresponding to (c) depth = −15 m and
(b) northing = −60 m are shown.
Figure 8. Comparison of the field data (thick, solid black line) and
the model data from the magnetic (solid gray line, Figure 7a and 7b)
and electric (dashed gray line, Figure 7c and 7d) dipole inversions
for the 3C of the magnetic field. The magnetic field components
were normalized to the peak value. All five lines of data are shown
in series (separated by solid black lines), whereby the station num-
ber increases from west to east and north to south.
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is that the data cannot be fit with discrete magnetic dipoles and to
produce the dominant Bz crossover type response (i.e., the z re-
sponse in line 50 S), the inversion mapped the distribution of
the subsurface magnetic fields rather than an underlying causative
feature. It is also possible that this is due to over-regularization, but
experimentation with coarser grids and smaller smoothness con-
straints did not remove this feature. On the other hand, the electric
dipole inversion (Figure 7c and 7d) produced a more realistic sol-
ution: a shallow north to northeast directed line current. This can
also explain the circulating magnetic dipoles as magnetic fields curl
around a line current (i.e., Ampere’s law). There are some “curling”
effects to the west and east of the peak electric dipole, and this is
likely an artifact due to the smoothing regularization and/or the ne-
cessity to also include a minor magnetic dipole component. Another
potential interpretation complication is mutual coupling between
multiple targets and/or nonsimple conductor and/or the interactions
with a nonfreespace background medium. We believe that this is
unlikely due to the presence of a relatively small Bz crossover-type
anomaly centered on the southernmost line (i.e., no strong back-
ground response evident) and the good fit obtained by a rather small
discrete electric dipole distribution. However, the underlying cause
of the line current is unknown, but it could potentially include any
conductive feature, such as a buried pipe, conductive channel of
fluids/material, and/or a near-vertical feature, such as a conductive
fault.
DISCUSSION
The synthetic and field examples show that typical plate discrete
target responses can be reliably fit with a 3D volume of dipoles. In
our experience, the near center of the plate can be determined using
magnetic dipoles. Using the magnetic vector-dipole moments, the
orientation corresponding to the peak dipole moment tends to
underestimate the dip and a more accurate estimate can be made
by an analysis of the adjacent vector dipole moments. However, this
can be somewhat subjective and without prior knowledge of the true
target location, it is difficult to determine which vector dipole mo-
ments are the most reliable. For induction-dominated targets, the
electric dipole inversion places the dipoles at positions and orien-
tations that are consistent with the strike of the target and tend to be
in close proximity to the top of the shallowest edge of the target.
Because magnetic dipoles tend to concentrate at the center of the
target and the electric dipoles tend to concentrate along the top edge,
the orientation of the target can be estimated using the vector that
defines the peak magnetic-to-electric dipole locations. This method
has been found to be effective, especially for shallow-dipping tar-
gets. Electric dipoles should be more applicable with highly elon-
gated targets (which appears to be the case in the tailing field
example) and when current channeling is the primary response
(not tested in this work). Because both dipole inversions can be
solved quickly even for large subsurface volumes, both can be per-
formed for complementary information. For example, the magnetic-
dipole inversion could be used to determine the center of the plate
and the electric dipole inversion for the top edge, as was predomi-
nantly done in this work.
The methodology presented in this work relies on, first, that the
inverted distribution of dipoles is a suitable proxy to the established
current system and second, that it can be interpreted to discern in-
formation about the geoelectric structure of the subsurface. For the
first point, a volume distribution of magnetic dipoles can reproduce
an arbitrary realizable current, assuming that a fine enough discre-
tization is used to accurately model the shape of the current system
because a magnetic dipole is an infinitesimal current loop. Although
the magnetic dipole representation maps the equivalent representa-
tion of the actual current system (e.g., a square line current can be
modeled with a rectangular 2D distribution of magnetic dipoles),
the electric dipole formulation maps the current system directly.
However, it should be noted that although the smoothing regulari-
zation in the inversion encourages the electric dipole solutions to
form closed-current systems (see Figures 4 and 5), the inversion
does not force zero divergence (unlike the magnetic dipoles that
are divergence free by definition), which implies that the current
system that is solved for may not be physically realizable. An
attempt to apply a soft constraint on the divergence by adding a
finite-difference approximation of the divergence operator as an ad-
ditional regularization matrix did substantially lower the divergence
of the model, but the results were inconsistent and contained sig-
nificant artifacts. Overall, because the intent of the inversion is to
provide fast approximate results to guide further interpretation, the
lack of this constraint was not found to be significantly detrimental.
For the second point, the interpretation of the equivalent current
system represented by the magnetic and electric dipoles depends on
the geologic regime being considered. In this work, we have fo-
cused on the interpretation of discrete plate targets embedded in
a fully resistive medium. In this way, the interpretation of the
current system is straightforward because it directly delineates
the features of interest and the orientations of the vector fields are
related to the orientation of the targets. In the case of nonthin-sheet-
like targets, the orientation of the dipoles will be influenced by the
coupling angle between the source and the target. In these cases, the
orientation of the dipoles (i.e., the current system) not only reflects
the orientation of the target, but it is also affected by the location and
geometry of the source. Although a misinterpretation of the orien-
tation is possible, the distribution of dipoles should still coincide
with the location of the established current system. In the simple
case of a fixed transmitter, this issue can be somewhat resolved
by adding an additional primary field coupling term to equations 4
and 5. This method in effect applies weights between the three pos-
sible dipole directions within each cell to account for the coupling
angle with the primary field. In the examples presented in this work,
a preliminary attempt at applying these weights was found to have
an overall detrimental effect on the interpretability of the resultant
data and was not further investigated. It is suspected that this is due
to the data presented in this work being well-approximated as thin-
sheet targets, in which the directionality of the induced current
system is determined by the orientation of the target and not the
primary field.
A background geologic response was also not included in our
forward modeling operator or considered in our synthetic modeling
because it was not found to be necessary for our area of study (re-
sistive Canadian Shield geology), and the methodology in its cur-
rent state has only been tested on relatively discrete targets in which
the background response is negligible (i.e., resistive medium, late-
time channel, stripped responses, etc.). A possible solution would
be to incorporate a background half-space or layered earth forward
model in addition to the 3D-dipole response (Sattel and Reid, 2006;
Schaa and Fullagar, 2010), which would increase the generality of
the methodology at the cost of increased complexity in the forward
operator. Alternatively, this may be unnecessary because the electric
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and/or magnetic dipoles may be able to reliably fit a background
response in addition to the anomalous response. For example, it
should be possible to model the response of a conductive half-space
using our formulation of electric dipoles because it can also be mod-
eled with a closed current loop (with an identical shape to the trans-
mitter loop), which deepens and increases in horizontal dimensions
with time (Nabighian, 1979; Nabighian and Macnae, 1991). By not
attempting to include a background response in the forward oper-
ator, the resultant dipole distribution attempts to map the true loca-
tion of current. Similarly, we also do not consider any mutual
coupling between the dipoles because we are attempting to map
the strength (and direction) of the current system and not the con-
ductivity of each cell. This has the negative effect of making the
amplitudes of the dipoles more difficult to interpret (i.e., related
to conductivity) because the amplitudes are not only a function
of the conductivity of each cell, but also of the primary field cou-
pling and any nonlinear effects due to the mutual coupling between
dipoles. As a result, caution must be taken when relating relative
amplitudes to relative conductivity between separate discrete
targets.
In our formulation of the inverse problem, we perform a poten-
tial-field-style inversion on a single time channel, which reduces the
ability of the inversion to constrain the depth of the causative fea-
tures (i.e., loss of time-depth relationships). We alleviate this prob-
lem by using potential-field-style depth weighting, which is
proportional to the spatial decay of the forward operator kernel.
In our experience, if the regularization parameters are carefully
chosen (L-curve analysis), the inverted anomaly depths match
the depth of the actual causative features. This problem could also
be alleviated by incorporating a reliable starting model into the in-
verse problem, as suggested by Schaa and Fullagar (2010).
Future work aims to investigate inverting multiple time channels
either simultaneously or iteratively and using the differences in the
location and amplitude of the predicted current system to estimate
the conductivity and the conductivity structure of the subsurface.
Furthermore, the method can be extended to airborne data (or
any multitransmitter data) by incorporating primary-field coupling
information and to borehole data by modifying the depth weighting
to weighting based on the distance between cells and the observa-
tion point (Li and Oldenburg, 2000). Finally, further research is
being done into constraining the electric dipole inversion to form
a consistent closed loop zero-divergence solution.
CONCLUSION
Under the quasistatic assumption, the magnetic field measured in
the air at any given fixed time is a potential field and is determined
by the subsurface current system. Conversely, we can invert mea-
sured magnetic fields (at a given fixed time) to determine the causa-
tive subsurface current system. In our formulation, we approximate
these currents with a grid of 3D magnetic (closed loop current) or
electric (line current) dipoles, which are solved for with a potential-
field style smooth-model inversion. Currently, the methodology has
only been tested on relatively discrete (thin-sheet) bodies within a
resistive medium (i.e., negligible background response), but future
plans include investigating the potential to generalize the method to
allow for an arbitrary background response. Synthetic work using
plate models reveals that electric and magnetic dipoles (magnitude
and vector orientation) can reveal significant information about
the subsurface geology. Specifically, magnetic dipoles tend to con-
centrate near the center of targets, whereas electric dipoles align
themselves along the shallowest edge of the target. Orientation in-
formation can be estimated from the vector orientation of the
dipole moments and/or from the locations of the peak magnetic
and electric dipoles.
A field example over a deep mineral exploration target confirmed
the conclusions drawn from the synthetic examples and the inter-
preted results (southwest shallow-dipping target at a depth of ap-
proximately 400 m) were consistent with previous interpretations
and drilling. A second example over a near-surface mine tailing
highlighted the strength of being able to invert data using either
magnetic or electric dipoles. Although the magnetic and electric di-
pole models were able to fit the data, the geologic interpretation
using the electric dipole model was simpler and was interpreted
to be more consistent with the believed geology.
Because the developed inversions can be run in a few seconds
even for large subsurface grids, the magnetic and electric dipole
models can be used and interpreted. This fast, approximate 3D in-
version can be used as a starting point for more rigorous interpre-
tation and/or, in some cases, as a stand-alone interpretation tool.
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